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based enterprise-wide
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business rules are encapsulated in event

procedures corresponding to the location, object, and event
that fires the business rule using a full-function
procedural
logic language based on extended C and SQL. The
application function is automatically compiled into highperformance 32-bit DLLs using Microsoft Visual C++.
With this development environment, developers can see
dramatic increases in productivity. In one case, a California
financial firm replaced a CICS/COBOL
application of more

using MS-DOS and Netware, End users experience an
average 1.5 second response time over low bandwidth 9600
BPS WAN circuits with 99.98% availability. Richmond
Savings’ new business system has paid off—since 1987 it
has had an industry leading 16% compound growth rate,
Prologic established some key criteria early on for
PROBE. These key features include: 1) simplified
application development and maintenance through a

than 2 million lines of code with a PROBE application
less than 100 thousand lines.

unified, homogeneous platform and tools for the entire
solution including client, server, gateway, and batch
components; 2) high performance, scalable transaction-
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Once written, the application is deployed with PROBE’s
UAF to deliver a three-tiered, distributed-function,
message-shipping, enterprise-wide transaction processing
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PROBE for Windows NT completely integrates with
Windows NT for system administration using services such
as Performance Monitor for transaction statistics and Event
Viewer for problem tracking and diagnosis.

Tier 2

Windows NT
/

PROBE for Windows NT provides a complete unified
solution when used with Microsoft BackOffice facilities
such as SQL Server as the ODBC database management
system, SNA Server to provide real-time data transfer with
legacy systems, and SMS as a single, centralized control

The three-tier clientiserver architecture consists ofi
. Tier 1, the Client Application Manager (CAM)

point for troubleshooting,

dynamic-link
libraries (DLLs).
Tier 2, the Server Application Manager (SAM),

a

Win32 multiprocessing,
multithreaded program that
manages transactions, data, and server application
DLLs, processes messages from the CAM received
via NetBIOS, NetBEUI, IPX, or TPC/IP.
Tier 3, the SQL database performs database
management system functions requested by the SAM
via a 32-bit ODBC driver.

CAM provides a complete user interface including a
visual service and a non-visual service. The visual service
supports object and task user interface models, workflow,
views, security, navigation, forms, field input, printing,
menu and toolbar management, keyboard and mouse
management, status bar, context-sensitive help, clipboard
functions, resource management, and OLE functions,
including linking, embedding, drag and drop, and in-place
activation, The non-visual service provides network session
management, data entry and retrieval, field binding, event
notification, error handling, and interfaces to 3rd party
visual services via OLE automation and APIs.
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